“WILSON CASE OFFERS A STUDY IN CONTRASTING COVERAGE”, BY Gerard Henderson,
The Weekend Australian, December 15&16, 2018, page 20.
One of the most important legal judgements this year was that handed down by Judge Roy Ellis in
the NSW District Court in Newcastle on December 6.
In Regina v Phillip Edward Wilson, the judge upheld an appeal and quashed the conviction of
Wilson, the former Catholic archbishop of Adelaide. Wilson had been convicted in the NSW Local
Court in May by Magistrate Robert Stone for failing to report a child sexual assault to NSW
Police…
Wilson’s conviction attained international coverage as well as in the local media, particularly the
ABC and Fairfax. However, his subsequent acquittal last week received scant coverage, especially
for what had been termed a case of international significance…
The importance of R v Wilson turns on the judge's comments with respect to the media, the concept
of collective guilt and memory. Ellis said what few judicial officers have been prepared to say
concerning the media's interest in “the prosecution of institutional child sexual abuse or its cover
up”. While understanding the media's interest in these matters, he said, “the potential for media
pressure to impact judicial independence may be subtle or indeed subversive in the sense that it is
the elephant in the room that no one sees or acknowledges or wants to see or acknowledge”.
The judge expressed his concern that large numbers of national and international media “may
amount to perceived pressure for a court to reach a conclusion which seems to be consistent with
the direction of public opinion rather that consistent with the rule of law that requires a court to
hand down individual justice in its decision-making process”.
This is an important legal point. The role of journalists in advocating for what they perceive to be
the public interest has been enhanced by the increasing prevalence of social media…
ABC television’s The Drum provides an example of the animosity towards the Catholic Church
among journalists and commentators. On July 3, following Wilson's sentencing, The Drum
panellists “piled on” the Catholic Church in general and Wilson in particular, so much so that
presenter Julia Baird declared “there seems to be a consensus among the panel here”…
And there is the issue of memory in this case, psychology professor Richard Kemp was called as an
expert witness. His evidence was unchallenged and accepted by the court.
Kemp also warned of making assumptions. It was the Crown's case in R v Wilson that the defendant
“must have” remembered speaking with the complainant in 1976. The judge made the valid point
that “a statement or conclusion to the effect that “He must have” does not and can never equate to
proof beyond reasonable doubt”. This is a serious critique of a Crown prosecution by a judge. The
Drum was interested in Wilson's conviction but not his acquittal. Yet Ellis's judgement is replete
with findings that warrant study and discussion.
Gerard Henderson is executive director of The Sydney Institute. His Media watch Dog blog can be
found at theaustralian.com.au
Comment: Kyle Horace was fifteen years and one month old and living in Darwin’s northern suburbs when
he was questioned by police on the evening of 3 rd May, 2003, on suspicion of the sexual assault of a white
girl aged 13-years-and 8-months that afternoon. He heard no more of the accusations for more than 2½ years,
when Kyle was almost eighteen. On March 22nd, 2007, in the Darwin Supreme Court, the Northern Territory
Chief Justice Brian Martin sentenced Kyle Horace to seven years imprisonment commencing from the date
of the guilty verdict on 23rd November 2006.
Kyle was born of Aboriginal descent in Wyndham, Western Australia on 24 th March, 1988. His birth
certificate does not include a father's name. At the time of his sentencing, he was a fully grown man aged 18
years and 11 months with a girlfriend and a one-month-old baby daughter.
Prior to the commencement of the trial, the Northern Territory Supreme Court had created a storm and was
being closely watched by the national media. Although it does not seem to have been an issue by the defence,
the media controversy surrounding Chief justice martin's sentencing of an Aboriginal man to one month's jail
for the rape of a fourteen year old girl must certainly have influenced the judge.
On May 24th, 2006, six months before Kyle's trial on sexual assault charges, Chief Justice Martin had
admitted he made a mistake in sentencing the Aboriginal elder to one month’s jail (The Australian, May 24th,
2006, page 1; see also Katherine Times, August 17th, 2005, page 5). ‘I got the balance wrong,’ he said. ‘I

remember thinking of all the factors – the impact of the victim and the families – then trying to balance out
the other side of the coin, which was an Aboriginal man who didn’t know he was doing the wrong thing in
the sense that it was permissible under the law and he didn’t realise it was wrong in the wider law.’
Although Judge Martin defended his lenient sentence, it had been increased after a public outcry and several
appeals (Weekend Australian May 20th-21st, 2006, page 4). The federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs, Mal
Brough, commented that not only was Chief Justice Martin’s decision wrong, but the appeal judges had also
failed the sexual assault victim by increasing the sentence to only three years, suspended after 18 months.
Kyle Horace was unaware of the controversy caused by the Chief Justice’s sentencing. In defence of a
punitive approach and the N.T. Intervention, Rosemary Neill wrote a strident article to accompany news of
the judge’s retirement in The Australian (Friday, May 28, 2010, p.10). Referring to the case when the Chief
Justice ‘sentenced an Aboriginal elder to one month’s jail for raping his 14-year-old “promised wife,”’ Ms
Neill commented: ‘Yesterday, [the Chief Justice] again admitted that he’d “got the balance wrong.” – a
serious understatement. It would be extremely damaging if Justice Martin’s comments about courts not being
a remedy for violence committed by indigenous men, encouraged lighter sentencing of serious offenders.’
Ms Neill wondered if the Chief Justice’s remarks will ‘send a message to already violence-scarred
communities that the bashing, rape and murder of Aboriginal women should be regarded less seriously than
the violence towards non-indigenous women – as it often was in the recent past.’
On the day before sentencing Kyle Horace, Chief Justice Martin was photographed in the Supreme Court
foyer with tribal markings painted on his face as he participated with Yolngu dancers in the launch of a new
dispute resolution service (Northern Territory News, March 22nd, 2007, page 3).
Chief Justice had something to prove after the public reprimand he received following his judgement in the
previous sexual assault case. Kyle and his grandmother were caught up in something they did not
understand, and still cannot understand.
As reported by Gerard Henderson, in Regina v Phillip Edward Wilson, on December 3, 2018, Judge Roy
Ellis said, “the potential for media pressure to impact judicial independence may be subtle or indeed
subversive in the sense that it is the elephant in the room that no one sees or acknowledges or wants to see or
acknowledge”.
The judge expressed his concern that large numbers of national and international media “may amount to
perceived pressure for a court to reach a conclusion which seems to be consistent with the direction of public
opinion rather that consistent with the rule of law that requires a court to hand down individual justice in its
decision-making process”.
Unlike Archbishop Wilson, there was no public interest in the case of an Aboriginal boy charged with sexual
assault. However, the pressure felt by the Chief Justice to take a firm approach has clearly influenced his
sentencing Kyle to seven years in notorious Berrimah prison, with disastrous and long-lasting effects on
Kyle's mental health.
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